Household Hazardous Waste Program
Answers to Questions
06/13/2022
No.

Question
City Response
Who is the current Environmental Company that Clean Harbors Environmental Services.
organize the City Round-Up Events and provides
the Emergency Response Services?

1
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Could you please let us know the participation We do not have a participation rate percentage;
rate percentage (%) of the Residents to these (3) however, we regularly have between 100-250
events? How many cars per event in average?
participants at the HHW ONLY Events (June) and
between 200-500 participants at the HHW + Bulky Item
events (February + October).
Could you please let us know the average We have thankfully never required any emergency cleannumber of Calls for a Hazardous Waste Clean ups (yet).
Ups/Emergencies you had on the past years?
Is this a lump sump proposal? If yes, will these This is not a lump sum bid. We do not know how much
EMR Calls Fees be part of the lump sum?
waste we will receive per event and how much waste
you will collect from our Mechanics. We will add up the
costs of all bid items to determine the cost of an event
assuming (1) of each item is brought and disposed.
Are the Saturday events done in a permanent Yes and Yes.
household waste collection site? Is this the Arden
Drive site?

5
Can we do a site visit?
6

7
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Will the City be able to provide the estimated
annual spend?

Yes, all vendors may visit our site Monday June 6, 2022,
at 8:00 a.m. This is not a mandatory job walk, it is not a
mandatory site visit. It will however, be the only time to
visit our site. Please check in at our front office no later
than 8:00 a.m., at 3990 Arden Drive, El Monte, CA 91731.
The contract is FY21-22 was for $90,000.

Regarding the Price Reference Sheet – Should the In Addendum No.2, transportation costs were added for
Waste Disposal Pricing include transportation, or the additional pick-up of 55-gallon drums and the
can we provide a separate cost for
draining of the 500-gallon tank. No other transportation
transportation?
costs will be necessary unless specifically requested.
Where can we add some price listing for common There is no specific line item for this equipment. For the
supplies during a HHW Event such as Personal
sake of apples-to-apples bidding it will not be included in
Protective Equipment (PPE), Roll of Plastic
this bid.
Visqueen, Etc.?
We have a standard Environmental Energy
Recovery Surcharge for all our clients on each
invoice …Where can we list this Surcharge Fee
per Invoice?

This can be discussed after a bidder is selected as the
winning bidder. Each event is different and to add every
possible charge is not plausible. For the sake of applesto-apples bidding, please only bid on what is required.

